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Science Expo
Exploring the Wonders 

of Science
         A Multidisciplinary Journey... 

Our school  hosted a captivating Science Expo on 2nd February
2024, showcasing the brilliance and diversity of scientific

exploration. The event covered four main disciplines: Biology,
Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics. The expo aimed to ignite

curiosity, foster learning, and inspire future scientists.

The expo used a unique interdisciplinary approach, fusing
ideas from scholastic and co-scholastic subjects in an effort

to give holistic learning experience for the students.  
Shri B Visweswaran, Vice Chairman, Sanmar Engineering

Technologies, Karapakkam, Chennai, gave the SSV Science
Expo 2024 its official opening.  The expo was a huge success,

igniting curiosity, encouraging study, and inspiring future
scientists. As we honor the accomplishments of our young
scientists, we anticipate more exhibitions that will ignite a

passion for learning that will last a lifetime
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Teacher's Column

MRS. MEENAKSHI

          THE ART OF EXAMINATION

NAVIGATING CHALLENGES, CULTIVATING SUCCESS.
 Examinations, the quintessential aspect of academic life serve as both a
measure of knowledge and a testament to perseverance . They are the crucible
in which students’ understanding and abilities are tested, offering a platform to
showcase mastery and fortitude. However, examinations often evoke a mix of
emotions ranging from anxiety to excitement. The anticipation of performance,
the pressure to excel and the fear of failure can create a daunting atmosphere.
Yet, it is in facing  these challenges that students truly grow. 

            First and foremost, preparation is the key. A well  structured study plan,
starting well in advance, can alleviate much of the stress associated with
examinations. Breaking down the syllabus into manageable sections, setting
realistic goals and adhering to a disciplined study  routine can significantly enhance
comprehensiveness and retention. Furthermore, understanding the material rather
than rote memorization is crucial. Engaging in active learning strategies such as
concept mapping, teaching others or solving practice questions to reinforce
understanding and promote critical thinking. Moreover, maintaining a balanced
lifestyle is paramount. Sufficient rest, exercise and healthy nutrition are vital for
cognitive function and emotional well - being.  Incorporating regular breaks during
study sessions can prevent burnout and improve productivity.

       Lastly, it is important to keep  perspective , while examinations hold significance,
they are but one aspect of the learning journey. Success is not  solely defined by
grades but by the knowledge gained , skills developed and personal growth achieved
along the way. Examinations are a fundamental part of academic life , fostering a
culture of continuous learning and improvement , offering opportunities for growth ,
resilience and achievement, by embracing challenges , preparing diligently and
maintaining a positive mindset, students can navigate the journey of examinations
with confidence and success.



A DAY TO REMEMBER.... 
The Primary Day of Kindergarten, Std I & II was

held on 17.2.2024(Saturday). It was a privilege to
have our Distinguished Managing Trustee

 Sri N Kumar grace the occasion . Our principal,
 Mrs Sashirekha presented a report on the

annual activities. The celebration took off on an
auspicious note with the chanting of Ganesha

Pancharatnam by the students. The confidence
of the students was apparent when they gave

the welcome speech and vote of thanks.
Everyone admired the colourful dances by the

enthusiastic students.A special yoga routine was
done with great aplomb. Tamil and English skits

showcased the talent of our students. It was
indeed a memorable day with outstanding

performances and cherished memories!

ANNUALExtravaganza
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The Parampara Heritage club of 
Sri Sankara Vidyashramam  bagged three prizes
in the Chennai Filmit India, a film  festival held at

KSN Secondary School on 12th February 2024.
70 participants from 11 schools participated.
Ms. Usha Kris, a renowned photographer and
INTACH member addressed the gathering.  

.

THE BEST IN BUSINESS
Parampara Heritage Club 

of SSV

Best Documentary
The History The Hero

Best Screenplay
Strings Of Kinship

Footprints In The Sand

Best Story With Message



Our pride

Parampara Heritage Club 

Best Documentary 
"The History, The Hero"

This film is about 
Colonel Krishnasway

 and his experience in 1971 war

Best story with a message 
"Foot prints in the sand"

The film raises awareness about 
 carbon footprint and the impact of 

our day to day actions  on the 
environment. 

Best screenplay 
"Strings of Kinship"

This film is about Family of musicians. 
Parur Bani is a fusion of Carnatic and 

Hindustaniclassical music. This kind o fusion
often involves incorporating elementsfrom

both styles, creating a unique musical
expression.

Awards & Achievements



The Youth Health Mela -2024, organized by the Cancer Institute in
Adyar, was a commendable event held at the Anna Centenary
Library auditorium from 15th to 17th February. Enthusiastic
participation was witnessed from students of class 8 and 9 who
engaged in various competitions.

Three students from class 9 emerged victorious, showcasing their
talent and skills. Rakshana of class 9C clinched the first prize,
while Mohanapriya, also from 9C, secured the second prize in the
Cookery competition. Jaikumar of class 9A showcased his oratory
prowess, earning the third prize in the Extempore competition.

The event not only celebrated the achievements of these
talented individuals but also fostered a spirit of health awareness
and competition among the youth.

INTERACT CLUB OF SSV

 Awards & Achievements

JAIKUMAR
 IX A

MOHANA PRIYA 
IX C

RAKSHANA
 IX C
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What is far behind us, and can be seen
without looking at it?

1.

When Linda was 6 yrs old, her sister Lily
was half her age. If Linda is 40 years old
today, how old is Lily?

2.

ந�ல�த�� �ைள�காத ெச�,
ந�மி��� ந��காத ெச� அ�
எ�ன?

3.

Answers for
 January edition quiz

Riddle Time

Learning is

fun 

@
ssv

Add an “x” between “ninety”and “eight”.
ninety x eight= 720

1.

“T”2.
PAPER3.
12 CIRCLES4.

Do you know

NASA’s internet
speed is 91 GB per

second.


